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0.2 Abstract 
 The study of amoeboid movement in crawling cells has been a wide topic of interest 
in the field of cell biology. This project focuses on the development of a computer program 
that simulates the steps of cell crawling. A statistical analysis of the variables used in the 
program helps to provide a better understanding of the underlying factors behind amoeboid 
movement. This provides insight into what accounts for the various shapes and behaviors 
seen among crawling cells. 
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0.3 Executive Summary  
 Cell motility consists of four main steps: protrusion, contraction, adhesion, and 
retraction. Many different kinds of cells exhibit this behavior. However, little is known about 
which factors within the cell influence these steps, or how different types of cells are able to 
exhibit markedly different shapes and behaviors using the same mechanisms. 
 The first objective of this project is to develop a computer model that will help us 
better understand cell movement. The program was developed using Matlab, and it simulates 
cell motility through successive iterations of protrusion, adhesion, and retraction. It was 
designed so that inputting different variables produces different shapes and movements. The 
program also makes quantitative measurements of the cell, called metrics, which allows for 
more in-depth analysis. 
 The second objective of this project is to use standard statistical methods to analyze 
the relationships between the model variables and the output metrics. First, a fractional 
factorial design was performed to find the significant variables for each metric. Then a full 
factorial design was done to better fit the response surface. The final output is a regression 
model that can be used to predict the characteristics of the cell. 
 The significance of this project is that it allows us to understand what factors affect 
cell movement. In the future, the project may be a useful starting point for biologists studying 
cell mutations. By matching the metrics of a live cell with a mutated gene to the output of our 
computer model, we can find out which of the model parameters are affected by the mutated 
gene. This in turn will lead to insights into the functions of the cell’s genes. 
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Chapter 1   Introduction 
 
 The understanding of cell motility and its internal mechanisms have remained an 
active area of research in cell biology over the past decade, due to the intrinsic interest of the 
processes and also because of their medical importance. In embryonic development, for 
instance, the wiring of the central nervous system is generated by the motile behavior of the 
nerve cells, which send projections crawling along molecularly defined paths to connect 
peripheral body parts to the central nervous system. During spinal cord injuries, these 
connections may be broken, in which case discovery of medical treatment that promote 
motile projection of nerve cells would speed up recovery and prevent paralysis. Likewise, 
cancerous cells are not life-threatening until they metastasize and spread to other parts of the 
body. Metastasis is a consequence of cell motility, where cancerous cells acquire the ability 
to move and invade other nearby tissues. Cell motility is also crucial in wound healing and 
immune response. 
 The mechanisms underlying cell motility are extremely complex, requiring the 
cooperative interaction of many cellular processes.  Problems concerning the way in which 
these processes are controlled and coordinated, and their consequences on the cell shape and 
the types of cell movements, are among the many intriguing questions that come to mind.  In 
this chapter, we first explore the cell cytoskeleton, which is a vital protein network that helps 
maintain the cell shape and also plays important roles in cell motility.  Next, we move on to 
discuss in detail the various steps involved in generating cell movement. While cells may 
move in different ways, our project will focus on cells that employ the crawling method 
(amoeboid movement).   
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1.1. Cytoskeleton 
 
Just like an animal’s bony skeleton, some structure must exist to give the cell its 
shape and support. An electron micrograph of a cell reveals an irregular meshwork of protein 
filaments. The region of the meshwork closer to the cell boundary consists largely of actin 
filaments (microfilaments), which are thin and flexible, while the region closer to the cell 
center is composed of strong but inflexible microtubules, and also intermediate filaments 
which give a cell its tensile strength. These three filaments make up the cytoskeleton of a cell 
(Fig. 1.1). 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 The cytoskeleton1 
 
 
 
The actin filaments are the thinnest (8 nm) and most flexible of the cytoskeletal 
elements, and are also referred to as the microfilaments and F-actin. Long chains of actin 
filaments are assembled from simpler monomers called G-filaments, which are polar, thus 
the resultant actin filament is polar as well (i.e. a “plus” and “minus” end). In motile cells, 
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new monomers are continually assembled at the leading “plus” edge, and at the same time, 
disassembly of actin takes place at the “minus” edge to maintain a constant supply of the 
monomers.  The assembly and disassembly of the actin structure is now widely accepted as 
the basic engine for the movement of crawling cells2.  
 By contrast, the microtubules are thick (25 nm), inflexible tubes built from tubulin 
dimmers that radiates from a position close to the cell nucleus out into the cytoplasm. Its 
rigid structure helps resist external compression, and is hence responsible for maintaining 
cell shape. In addition, they play important roles in cell motility, as they are major 
constituents of flagella and cilia, motors that drive locomotion in swimming cells. In nerve 
cells, both the axon and dendrites are supported by microtubules2.  
  The last category of cytoskeleton is the intermediate filaments. They are so called 
because their diameter is approximately 10 nm - "intermediate" to the diameter of the 
microtubules and microfilaments. Intermediate filaments are tough, insoluble filaments that 
help maintain cell shape by resisting tension. Their tensile strength is particularly important 
for axons in the nervous system.  While the mammalian axon often exceeds 1 meter in length 
and grows less than 10µm in diameter, it can be easily broken as the animal moves. 
Intermediate filaments give tensile strength to the axon and protect it from rupturing2.  
 
Figure 1.23  
The three forms of 
cytoskeleton. 
 
Top: microtubules  
Middle: actin filaments; 
Bottom: intermediate 
filaments 
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            Figure 1.3 
Steps of Amoeboid Movement. 
1.2. Amoeboid Movement 
 
Amoeboid movement, or cell crawling, is used by a variety of cells. It consists of four 
main components: protrusion, adhesion, traction, and retraction. Figure 1.3 shows the steps 
of amoeboid movement. 
 Protrusion is the outward extension of the cell boundary. Although any part of the cell 
may extend, protrusion is usually concentrated in only one area of the cell at a time; this area 
is known as the leading edge. While the exact method is not known, it is thought that the 
leading edge is maintained through a feedback process in which areas of intense protrusion 
suppress the protrusive activity of the rest of the cell4. 
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Areas of the cell which protrude then stick to the surface, in what is known as 
adhesion. Depending on the type of cell, these adhesions may be strong or weak. The purpose 
of adhesion is to allow the cell to hold onto the surface, and prevent it from sliding4. 
 The stretching of the cell during the protrusion of the leading edge causes a pulling 
force experienced by the rest of the cell known as traction. This force is needed to pull the 
tail end off the cell, including the nucleus, behind the protruding edge4. 
 During the last step, retraction, the tail end of the cell releases its grip on the surface, 
allowing itself to be pulled forward by the traction force. For cells with strong adhesion, a 
greater force is needed to pull the trailing edge4. 
 Crawling cells achieve movement through the successive repetition of protrusion, 
adhesion, traction, and retraction. Although it is useful to think of amoeboid movement as 
four consecutive steps, in reality the steps occur simultaneously. 
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Chapter 2   Modeling Cell Motility in Matlab 
 
The first objective of the project is to use Matlab to develop a computer model that 
simulates the steps of a crawling cell. This chapter focuses on explaining the ideas and 
techniques applied in modeling the mechanics of amoeboid movement. Also included is an 
explanation of the variables used in the model, the graphical user interface that was created to 
execute the program, examples of cells produced by the program, and a description of the 
quantitative measurements used to evaluate the generated cells. 
2.1. Description of Matlab Program 
 
Section 2.1.1 describes in detail the procedures used to model the steps of amoeboid 
movement. Section 2.1.2 describes the graphical user interface developed to make the 
execution of the program easier and more visually pleasing. 
2.1.1. Steps Used to Simulate Cell Motility 
 
 Ten steps are used to model the mechanics of cell crawling. Figure 2.1 is a flowchart 
which shows the order of each step. The program uses 11 variables (see Table 2.1) to control 
the actions of the various steps. Throughout the report italics will be used to emphasize these 
variables.  
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Figure 2.1   Flowchart showing the steps of the program 
Initialization 
Display Cell 
Diffuse and Decay of Positive 
Signals 
Generation of New Pulse of Positive 
Signals 
Calculation of Negative Signal 
Protrusion and New Focal Adhesion 
Point Assembly 
Decay of Focal Adhesion Points 
Retraction 
Re-initialization 
Calculate Cell Metrics 
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During the Initialization step, the center of a square plane is designated as the cell’s 
centroid. The size of the plane, denoted by nWidth, is inputted by the user. Next, 360 points 
around the centroid are chosen as the initial boundary of the cell. The locations of these 
boundary points are based on polar coordinates relative to the centroid. The initial angle for 
each point, i, is (i-1) degrees, where i = 1, 2, …, 360. The initial radius for each point is a 
variable inputted by the user, called initialRadius. A structure is created for each boundary 
point that stores its angle, radius, and positive signal. Each boundary point has a fifty percent 
chance of having an initial signal of nBurst, a value inputted by the user. Otherwise, the 
boundary point’s initial signal will be 0. An additional structure is created to store the 
locations and ages of focal adhesion points. 
 Display Cell follows Initialization. The cell is displayed by connecting the boundary 
points in order of their angles. The coordinates of the centroid and the iteration number are 
also plotted. The centroid can be displayed to represent the location of the nucleus of the cell. 
Other options include displaying the focal adhesion points and highlighting protruding areas. 
 The next two steps are Diffuse and Decay of Positive Signals and Generation of New 
Pulse of Positive Signals. The purpose of using positive and negative signals is to model the 
feedback structure used by real cells, in which protruding areas of the cell stimulate 
neighboring areas to also protrude, while at the same time discouraging the rest of the cell 
from protruding. In this model, positive signal represents stimulus, while negative signal 
causes protrusion to be repressed. Each boundary point’s positive signal is calculated 
according to the following equation:  
Si(t) = {Si(t-1) + D[Si-1(t-1), Si(t-1), Si+1(t-1)]} * fDecay + I[P(nBurst), rand] * nBurst 
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Thus, a boundary point’s positive signal at time t, Si(t), depends on several factors. First, 
signal is either lost or gained through diffusion. The rate of diffusion depends on a variable 
inputted by the user, called fDiffuse. For each iteration, positive signal flows among 
neighboring boundary points according to the diffusion equation. Next, all positive signals 
undergo uniform decay, according to the variable fDecay. Finally, each boundary point has a 
chance of gaining an additional amount of positive signal, nBurst. The probability of a burst 
of signal depends on the boundary point’s net signal, the difference between positive and 
negative signals. The higher the net signal, the greater is the probability of bursting for each 
boundary point. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2   Calculation of bursting probability 
 
fBurst is the minimum value that P(nBurst), which appears in the above equation for Si(t), 
can assume. When net signal exceeds nOffPoint, the size of P(nBurst) grows in proportion to 
Net Signal 
nOffPoint 
fBurst 
100 
P(nBurst) 
fFeedback 
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fFeedback. The maximum value of P(nBurst) is 100. Next, each boundary points’ value for 
P(nBurst) is compared to a uniform random number between 0 and 100. If P(nBurst) is 
greater than the random number, the boundary point receives an additional positive signal of 
nBurst; otherwise, there is no signal burst. 
Negative signal is global and its value is calculated in each iteration, and then shared 
by every boundary point. The formula for negative signal is 
 
N(t) = dInhibitorConc * Area * Σ Si(t-1) 
 
Negative signal depends on the area of the cell, the sum of all boundary points’ positive 
signals, and a variable inputted by the user, dInhibitorConc. The negative signal prevents the 
cell from growing too large, and prevents too many boundary points from protruding 
simultaneously. The combination of local positive signals and the global negative signal is 
what allows the cell to form a dominant leading edge. Changes in the location of the leading 
edge cause the cell to shift direction. 
 The next step, Protrusion and New Focal Adhesion Point Assembly, depends on each 
boundary point’s net signal. Points with positive net signals undergo protrusion, while points 
with negative net signals undergo retraction. Using the method of polar coordinates, 
protrusion is modeled by simply increasing the radii of boundary points with positive net 
signals. The amount that each radius increases is a normal random variable with mean 
fProtrusion and variance 0.1 * fProtrusion. Each boundary point that protrudes may also 
form a focal adhesion point. The probability that a protruding boundary points produces an 
adhesion point is fFAAssembly. The locations and ages of new adhesion points are added to 
the focal adhesion structure mentioned earlier. 
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 The next step is the Decay of Focal Adhesion Points. The probability of an adhesion 
point disappearing depends upon the number of iterations it has lasted, and a decay variable, 
fFADisassembly. An adhesion point will disappear if the expression  
 
e- fFADisassembly * (Age of adhesion point) 
 
is less than a uniform random variable between 0 and 1. Adhesion points are assumed to have 
identical and constant properties until they disappear. 
 Next, points whose net signals are negative undergo retraction. Analogous to 
protrusion, retraction is achieved by decreasing the radius of each boundary point. Unlike 
protrusion, however, the amount each point retracts depends on its distance from the 
centroid, i.e., its radius. Each retracting point’s radius is decreased by a certain percentage, 
fRetraction. Thus, points far away from the centroid will retract more than points already 
close to the centroid. This represents the force of contraction seen in real cells, where points 
further away from the cell body are pulled harder than points already near the nucleus. There 
are two restrictions on how far a boundary point may retract. First, no radius is allowed to 
fall below the minimum radius, defined as 0.65 * initialRadius. This prevents the cell from 
collapsing into itself. Second, retracting boundary points may be impeded by focal adhesion 
points. No boundary point may retract past a focal adhesion point of the same angle, nor may 
it retract past the line formed by two adjacent adhesion points. 
 After each sequence of protrusion, adhesion, and retraction, the cell’s location and 
shape will have changed; thus, a new centroid must be calculated. The first step in finding the 
new location of the centroid is to convert the coordinates of the boundary points to Cartesian 
form. Then, the x and y coordinates of the centroid are the averages of the x and y 
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coordinates of the 360 boundary points, respectively. The change in centroid alters the angles 
and radii of the boundary points, so their polar coordinates must be recalculated relative to 
the new centroid. Because the new angles may not necessarily be in order, the boundary 
points are then sorted by angle. It is also possible for the new set of angles to contain 
duplicated or omitted angles. For duplicated angles, the boundary point with the larger radius 
is retained, while the other is discarded. For omitted angles, linear interpolation is carried out 
using the closest boundary point on either side of the missing point. 
 The final step, the Calculation of Cell Metrics, is the topic of section 2.2. The 
preceding steps constitute one cycle of the program. Repeating the steps for several hundred 
iterations simulates the movements of a crawling cell. 
 Table 2.1 lists the 11 variables used in the program, along with a short description of 
their functions. 
Table 2.1     Description of variables used in the program 
Variable Description 
fProtrusion The average amount a boundary point’s radius will increase upon protrusion 
fRetraction The percent decrease in radius of retracting boundary points 
fBurst The minimum chance of gaining additional positive signal 
nBurst The amount of positive signal added to boundary points 
dInhibitorConc The constant term used in the calculation of the global negative signal 
fFeedback The slope of the curve used to calculate the probability of signal bursting 
fDecay The percent that positive signals decrease by each iteration 
fDiffuse The constant which controls the speed of positive signal diffusion 
nOffPoint The threshold after which the slope of the feedback curve increases 
fFAAssembly The probability that a protruding boundary point will form a focal adhesion 
fFADisassembly The decay constant for focal adhesion points 
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2.1.2. Graphical User Interfaces 
 
 To make the program more accessible, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) was 
developed. The GUI allows the user to easily control the variables, options, and methods of 
display available in the program. Figure 2.3 shows the main dialog box. Once the program is 
executed, the user can use the dialog box to run the program as many times as desired, 
 
Figure 2.3    The program’s main interface 
 
without having to re-execute the program. The fields under ‘Initialization’ are used to specify 
the size of the plane the cell moves in, the number of iterations the program will simulate, 
and the size of the initial cell radius. The other fields allow the user to change the values of 
the 11 variables listed in Table 2.1. The purpose of the radio buttons is to allow the user to 
quickly and easily access the variable sets which best produce each type of cell. The 
‘Custom’ button clears the variable fields. 
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Figure 2.4  Options 
 
Selecting the ‘Options’ button brings up a dialog box (Figure 2.4) in which the user 
can check off various options. The user has the choice of saving cell measurements made by 
the program in a text file, or displaying it in a table such as Figure 2.5. The final two boxes 
allow the user to display adhesion points and highlight protruding areas of the cell.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.5     Table showing cell measurements 
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2.2. Cell Metrics 
 
Cell metrics are quantities which measure the physical properties of a cell; two 
examples are area and speed. Cell metrics provide a quantitative description of a cell which 
cannot be obtained through simple observation. Cell metrics can also be used to differentiate 
between various cells. Thus, a combination of several metrics can be used to uniquely 
identify each type of cell. Second, the metrics can be used to study the effects of each 
variable. This will be the topic of the next chapter. Finally, the metrics provide a bridge 
between real cells and the cells generated by our computer program. Ultimately, the goal of 
the program is to simulate cells with metrics that match those of the corresponding real cells. 
 There are more than fifty metrics which can be used to describe a cell. The metrics 
that were selected represent four categories: size, shape, speed, and persistence. Although 
size and speed are simple to measure, shape and persistence are more complicated, and have 
many definitions. Thus, two of the metrics reflect persistence, and five metrics measure 
shape. 
 Because the computer program models a cell in two dimensions, size is represented 
by the area enclosed in the cell’s boundary. This is comparable to the surface area occupied 
by a real cell. The Matlab function polyarea is used to calculate the area of the cell. 
Speed is defined as distance traveled per time period. This can be directly measured 
for real cells. For the computer simulated cells, distance is measured by the displacement of 
the cell’s centroid, while time is measured in iterations of the program. Figure 2.6 shows a 
cell at four different time periods. The lines s1, s2, and s3 indicate the distances traveled by 
the centroid. The average speed is the total distance traveled by the cell’s centroid divided by 
the number of iterations used. 
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 The first measure of persistence is angular velocity. Angular velocity measures the 
magnitude of turns made by the cell. Its calculation requires the coordinates of the cell’s 
centroid at three consecutive time periods. Angular velocity is the angle formed between the 
path that the cell followed before turning and the path the cell follows after turning. The 
angular velocities for two time periods are shown in Figure 2.6, indicated by θ1 and θ2. Large 
angular velocity indicates that the cell makes large or frequent turns, and is thus not 
persistent. 
The second measure of persistence is migration efficiency. Migration efficiency is the 
ratio of two distances. The numerator is the distance between the initial and final locations of 
the cell’s centroid, while the denominator is the total distance traveled by the centroid. Cells 
Figure 2.6 
Measuring speed, angular velocity, 
and migration efficiency 
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which follow circuitous paths have low migration efficiency. Perfectly persistent cells have 
angular velocity of 0˚, and migration efficiency of 1. 
 
 
Figure 2.7a 
Measuring the lengths of a cell’s radii, 
and it maximum and minimum diameters 
Figure 2.7b 
A cell with the same area as the cell in 
Figure 2.7a, but a different perimeter 
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The first metric which measures shape is form factor. The formula used to calculate 
form factor is 4* π *Area/(perimeter2). Form factor can be thought of as a way of measuring 
the convexity of the cell. Cells which have smooth, convex boundaries will have higher form 
factors. Cells with boundaries that are not convex will have lower form factors. The cells in 
Figures 2.7a and 2.7b each have the same area, but different form factors, due to the larger 
perimeter of the second cell. 
 The second metric which measures shape is aspect ratio. Aspect ratio is the ratio of 
the maximum and minimum diameters of the cell, as shown in Figure 2.7a. Longer cells have 
larger aspect ratios. Perfectly round cells have an aspect ratio of 1. 
Roundness is the third shape metric. Its formula is 4*Area/(π*(maximum diameter)2). 
Cells with irregular shape have lower values for roundness, while circular shaped cells have 
roundness that approaches 1. 
 The fourth shape-measuring metric is radial variability. The first step in calculating 
radial variability is to form the set consisting of each of the cell’s radii divided by the cell’s 
average radius. Radial variability is then found by taking the standard deviation of this set. 
The lowest possible radial variability is 0, for cells which are perfect circles. Figure 2.7a 
shows the lengths of the radii of a typical cell. 
 The last metric which measures the cell’s shape is percent protrusion. As its name 
implies, percent protrusion is the average percentage of boundary points that protrudes each 
iteration. Thus, it is a measure of the size of the leading edge of the cell. Table 2.2 
summarizes the cell nine metrics calculated by the program. 
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Table 2.2     Cell Metrics 
Metric Description 
Area The space enclosed by the cell’s boundary 
Speed The average displacement of the centroid 
Angular Velocity The average magnitude of turns made by the cell 
Migration Efficiency 
The ratio of the displacement between the cell’s initial and final 
positions to the total distance traveled by the cell 
Percent Protrusion 
The average percentage of boundary points which protrudes each 
iteration 
Form Factor The average ratio of the cell’s area to its perimeter 
Aspect Ratio 
The average ratio of the maximum and minimum diameters of 
the cell 
Radial Variability 
The average standard deviation of the ratios of the cell’s radii to 
the average radius 
Roundness The average ratio of the cell’s area to its maximum diameter 
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2.3. Examples of Cells Generated from the Program 
 
The following diagrams depict various types of cells generated by inputting different 
sets of variables into the Matlab program. 
2.3.1. Amoeba 
 
The amoeba (Figure 2.8) is very inconsistent in both shape and movement, and it 
sometimes forms pseudo pods. 
 
Amoeba dInhibitorConc 0.000003 
fProtrusion 0.3 fFeedback 120 
fRetraction 0.05 fDecay 0.6 
fFAAssembly 0 fDiffuse 0.3 
fFADisassembly 0 nOffPoint 5 
nBurst 4 fBurst 0.005 
Figure 2.8 
Computer generated 
movement of an amoeba 
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2.3.2. Neuron 
 
The most important feature of the neuron (Figure 2.9) is its axon, the long, narrow 
extension. Most neurons have only one axon; there is very little activity in the rest of the cell. 
The neuron is virtually immobile. Only after a great deal of time can any movement aside 
from the extension of the axon be detected.  
 
 
Neuron dInhibitorConc 0.0008 
fProtrusion 0.25 fFeedback 120 
fRetraction 0.01 fDecay 0.65 
fFAAssembly 0 fDiffuse 0.1 
fFADisassembly 0 nOffPoint 5 
nBurst 20 fBurst 1.0 
 
Figure 2.9 
Computer generated neuron 
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2.3.3. Keratocyte 
 
The distinguishing features of the keratocyte are its broad leading edge and crescent 
shape. The leading edge forms an arc at the front of the cell, while the rest of the boundary 
retracts quickly, leaving no tail at the rear of the cell. The keratocyte is the most persistent of 
the five modeled cells. It makes infrequent and gradual turns. As shown in the Figure 2.10, it 
maintains a consistent shape throughout. 
 
 
Keratocyte dInhibitorConc 0.00003 
fProtrusion 0.2 fFeedback 120 
fRetraction 0.05 fDecay 0.85 
fFAAssembly 0 fDiffuse 0.5 
fFADisassembly 0 nOffPoint 5 
nBurst 20 fBurst 1.0 
Figure 2.10 
Computer generated movement 
of a keratocyte 
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2.3.4. Neutrophil  
 
Unlike the keratocyte and neuron, the shape of the neutrophil is in general round, and 
varies more widely. The neutrophil also turns quite frequently, as can be seen in Figure 2.11.  
 
 
 
Neutrophil dInhibitorConc 0.0001 
fProtrusion 0.2 fFeedback 120 
fRetraction 0.04 fDecay 0.6 
fFAAssembly 0 fDiffuse 0.5 
fFADisassembly 0 nOffPoint 5 
nBurst 20 fBurst 1.0 
Figure 2.11 
Computer generated 
movementsof a neutrophil 
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2.3.5. Fibroblast 
 
The fibroblast’s (Figure 2.12) focal adhesion points inhibit retraction at the rear of the 
cell. Its adhesion points, along with its broad leading edge, are what give the fibroblast its 
characteristic fan shape. The adhesion points can cause the cell boundary to become 
stretched, as shown in the figure. 
 
Fibroblast dInhibitorConc 0.00004 
fProtrusion 0.2 fFeedback 120 
fRetraction 0.05 fDecay 0.8 
fFAAssembly 0.02 fDiffuse 0.5 
fFADisassembly 0.005 nOffPoint 5 
nBurst 25 fBurst 0.00004 
 
Figure 2.12 
Computer generated movement of 
a fibroblast 
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Chapter 3   Statistical Analysis 
 
Having successfully created a computer program that inputs eleven factors and 
outputs a set of nine metrics describing the cell behaviors, it would be desirable to investigate 
the relationships between these factors and the cell metrics. To accomplish this goal, we first 
use a fractional factorial design to efficiently identify factors that affect each cell metric. We 
then proceed to perform a full factorial design on the few identified factors to map curvature 
to the response surface. A regression model will be generated for each cell metric at the end 
of the analysis.  
3.1. Screening Experiment 
 
 In general, a factor is considered significant if changing its value from a low to a high 
level would result in a significant change in the response. Instead of analyzing the factors one 
at a time, a more efficient approach is to use a statistical method called factorial design, 
which is more powerful and also allows for detecting interactions between factors. The 2k 
factorial design is commonly used in industrial experimentation, in which each of the k 
factors are tested at two levels, and observations are collected at all possible high/low 
combinations of all factors. The high and low factor levels are usually coded as “+1” and “-
1”, and in some cases, a centerpoint coded as “0” is added. It is apparent that this is not an 
efficient design for experiments with a large number of input factors.  In our cell-generating 
model, we have a total of eleven factors that control the various steps of cell movement. A 
full factorial design would require us to generate 211 = 2048 cells for each high/low 
combination, which is a large number of runs.   
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3.1.1. Constructing a Fractional Factorial Design 
 
 The ASQC (1983) Glossary & Tables for Statistical Quality Control defines 
fractional factorial design in the following way: "A factorial experiment in which only an 
adequately chosen fraction of the treatment combinations required for the complete factorial 
experiment is selected to be run."  To understand how to choose an adequate fraction of the 
full factorial design, we would first look at the procedure used in computing the factor effects 
in a full factorial design.  
 
                Table 3.1 Design Array for a 22 Full Factorial Design 
 
 
 
 
 
Table I shows all possible high/low combinations in a 22 Full Factorial Design. The 
effect estimate for each factor (or factor interaction) is computed as the difference between 
the average response when the factor (factor interaction) is set at its high level and the 
average responses when the factor (factor interaction) is set at its low level.  That is, 
 Main effect for X1 = 
2
1 (Y1 + Y 2) - 
2
1
 (Y3 + Y4) 
 Main effect for X2 = 
2
1 (Y1 + Y 3) - 
2
1
 (Y2 + Y4) 
            Interaction effect for X1*X2 = 
2
1 (Y1 + Y 4) - 
2
1
 (Y2 + Y3) 
 
X1 X2 X1*X2 Response 
1 -1 -1 -1 Y1 
2 -1 -1 -1 Y2 
3 -1 -1 -1 Y3 
4 -1 -1 -1 Y4 
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 Suppose we have no interest in the first-order interaction X1*X2, which is especially 
the case for high-order interactions, and instead, we use the third column of the design array 
to estimate the effect of a third factor, X3.  The effect of X3 can then be computed as: 
 Main effect for X3 = 
2
1 (Y1 + Y 4) - 
2
1
 (Y2 + Y3) = Interaction effect for X1*X2  
We say that the effect of X3 and X1*X2 are confounded with each other, since we cannot 
differentiate between their effects. Should this confounded effect be found significant, we 
would use the hierarchy of significance 5 to decide if the significance is more likely due to 
X3 or X1*X2.  The hierarchy of significance says that in general, main effects are more 
likely significant than two-factor interactions, and two-factor interactions are more likely 
significant than three-factor interactions. In practice, it is rare for three-factor or higher-order 
interactions to be significant.  Based on this theory, we can conclude that the significance is 
more likely due to X3.   
 As compared to a 23 full factorial design that requires eight runs, it now only takes  
23-1 = 4 runs to analyze the effects of three factors, which is done by confounding X3 with 
X1*X2 . Table II illustrates the generating array of a 23-1 fractional factorial design.         
   
            Table 3.2. Design Array for 23-1 Fractional Factorial Design 
 
 
 
 
 
 We applied the fractional factorial design to analyze the eleven factors in our study 
and decided that a 211-5 design, which requires only 64 runs, would be a suitable design. 
 
 
 X1*X2  
 
X1 X2 X3 Response 
1 -1 -1 -1 Y1 
2 -1 -1 -1 Y2 
3 -1 -1 -1 Y3 
4 -1 -1 -1 Y4 
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While there are many possible 211-5 designs, a good design should not confound main effects 
with one another, since their effects are what we are most interested. This criterion of 
confounding is determined by the resolution of the design. In our study, we chose a 
resolution IV design which does not confound main effects with one another or with two-
factor interactions. Using SAS, we obtained the confounding rules (Appendix II) and the 
generating array for a 211-5
 IV design (Appendix III).  In addition, five center points (or control 
runs) were performed to assist in the computation of the margin of error (MOE) and 
significant margin of error (SMOE), which are used as benchmarks to determine if an effect 
is significant. 
3.1.2. Results of Fractional Factorial Design 
 
 Using the 211-5
 IV design, we performed a total of 69 runs (including five control runs) 
based on the factor settings in the generating array. For each run, the nine cell metrics were 
computed as explained in Table 2.2. This saves us from repeating the experiment nine times. 
The factor level settings are based on the range for each variable that generates cells with 
realistic behavior, and are presented in Table 3.3.  
Table 3.3: Factor Level Settings 
 Factor Low ( -1 ) Center (  0 ) High ( +1 ) 
x1 nBurst 10 40 70 
x2 dInhibitorConc 0.000005 0.000025 0.0005 
x3 fDiffuse 0.2 0.5 0.8 
x4 fDecay 0.65 0.75 0.85 
x5 fBurst 0.5 2.5 4.5 
x6 fFeedback 100 500 900 
x7 nOffPoint 1 9 17 
x8 fProtrusion 0.1 0.2 0.3 
x9 fFAAssembly 0 0.01 0.02 
x10 fFADisassembly 0.02 0.05 0.07 
x11 fRetraction 0.05 0.1 0.15 
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For the eight cell metrics, SAS was used to compute the MOE, SMOE and each 
variable’s effect estimate. Table 3.4 presents part of the SAS output for the cell metric 
“Percent Protrusion”.  
Table 3.4  SAS output for “Percent Protrusion” 
effect LABEL 
Effect 
Estimate MOE SMOE 
dInhibitorConc dInhibitorConc -33.0668 2.4101 7.88636 
I12456 fFAAssembly  -16.4441 2.4101 7.88636 
fDiffuse fDiffuse 13.3455 2.4101 7.88636 
I14 fDiffuse*dInhibitorConc 11.8553 2.4101 7.88636 
I123456 nBurst -10.8578 2.4101 7.88636 
I24 fDecay*dInhibitorConc 8.4839 2.4101 7.88636 
I256 fDecay*fRetraction*fProtrusion -8.3197 2.4101 7.88636 
fProtrusion fProtrusion -7.6144 2.4101 7.88636 
I13 fDiffuse*fBurst 7.4092 2.4101 7.88636 
: : : : : 
: : : : : 
    
 
 
 
Figure 3.1    A plot of the effect estimate for “Percent Protrusion” 
         (               SMOE,                     MOE) 
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 An effect is considered significant if the magnitude of its effect estimate is larger than 
the SMOE value, possibly significant if it is between the MOE and SMOE value, and 
insignificant if it is smaller than the MOE value. For the cell metric “Percent Protrusion”, we 
were able to detect four significant main factors and two significant two-factor interactions at 
the SMOE level. The three factor interaction was considered trivial according to the 
hierarchy of significance. Therefore, we concluded that only dInhibitorConc, fFAAssembly, 
nBurst, fDiffuse, fDiffuse*dInhibitorConc and fDecay*dInhibitorConc are important in 
governing “Percent Protrusion”. 
3.2. Response Surface Design and Multiple Regression Analysis 
 
 A response surface is a 3-Dimensional representation of the relationship between 
factors and the response. In some cases, it may be necessary to fit quadratic terms into a 
model to account for non-linear relationships. In other words, we say that the response 
surface has curvature. Figure 3.1a gives an example of a linear response surface and Figure 
3.1b shows a curved response surface of a quadratic model. Designs used to fit quadratic 
terms into a model are called response surface designs. One such design, which we will be 
using, is the full factorial model with three levels for each factor.     
Figure 3.1a 
Response surface of a linear model 6 
Figure 3.1b 
Response surface of a quadratic model 7 
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We now use the metric “Percent Protrusion” as an illustration. Recall that we have 
previously screened out some significant factors for “Percent Protrusion” using the fractional 
factorial design.  From there we proceed to perform a full factorial design on these factors, 
each of them having three level settings. SAS was used to perform a multiple regression 
analysis on the data to verify which factors or factor-interactions are highly correlated with 
the response. Table 3.5 shows the regression results. 
 
        Table 3.5  Multiple regressions analysis for “Percent Protrusion”  
 
 
 
The four main factors as well as the interaction cDiffuse*cdInhibitorConc have p-
values less than 0.05, indicating a strong correlation with the response. On the other hand, the 
interaction cfDecay*cdInhibitorConc was deemed insignificant, with a p-value of 0.8195. 
Next, we move on to investigate whether any of the four main factors have quadratic 
relationships with the response. Simple linear regression was performed in SAS for each 
factor, and a quadratic term was detected for the factor “cfDiffuse”, as illustrated in Figure 
3.2.  The quadratic transformation decreased the p-value from 0.0006 to <0.0001, and 
increased the R-square from 0.0595 to 0.1653.   
 
 
 
Paramet er  Est i mat es
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cnBurst
cf FAAssembl y
cf Di f f use*cdI nhi bi t orConc
cf Decay*cdI nhi bi t orConc
DF
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
   38. 0715
  -11. 3472
-516793. 19
   -0. 1312
 -491. 7003
1356143. 64
332280. 949
St d Er ror
    0. 9306
    3. 6900
116284. 435
    0. 0388
  112. 6372
453588. 549
1454385. 99
t  St at
     40. 91
     -3. 08
     -4. 44
     -3. 38
     -4. 37
      2. 99
      0. 23
Pr >| t |
  <. 0001
  0. 0024
  <. 0001
  0. 0009
  <. 0001
  0. 0032
  0. 8195
Tol erance
     .     
    0. 9788
    0. 9964
    0. 9756
    0. 9849
    0. 9776
    0. 9794
Var I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0217
    1. 0036
    1. 0250
    1. 0153
    1. 0229
    1. 0211
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Figure 3.2:  Simple regression of cfDiffuse. The factor is better explained with a quadratic fit 
(bottom) as compared to a linear fit (top). 
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By removing the insignificant interaction term and fitting a quadratic term to 
cfDiffuse, we re-estimated the regression coefficients, as illustrated in Table 3.6.  
 
     Table 3.6   Multiple regression analysis for “’Percent Protrusion” 
 
 
All the factors and the remaining factor interaction were significant at the 0.05 level. We 
therefore present the regression model for “Percent Protrusion” as follows: 
 
Percent Protrusion = 43.9758 – 498.1894* fFAAssembly – 558355.48*dInhibitorConc        
                                  -  0.1444*nBurst   – 91.0191* fDiffuse2  
                                  + 1503977.23 *fDiffuse*dInhibitorConc 
 
Similar analysis was performed for the other cell metrics and their regression models are 
presented in Table 3.7. Because results from the Fractional Factorial Design showed that the 
metric area is affected by many different factors, it was excluded from further analysis. SAS 
regression output of the remaining eight metrics can be found in Appendix D. 
 
 
 
Paramet er  Est i mat es
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
B_cf Di f f
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cnBurst
cf FAAssembl y
cdI nhi bi t orConc*cf Di f f use
DF
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
   43. 9758
  -91. 0191
-558355. 48
   -0. 1444
 -498. 1894
1503977. 23
St d Error
    1. 6885
   21. 9037
114239. 719
    0. 0377
  109. 9517
439148. 025
t  St at
     26. 05
     -4. 16
     -4. 89
     -3. 83
     -4. 53
      3. 42
Pr  >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  0. 0002
  <. 0001
  0. 0008
Tol erance
     .     
    0. 9892
    0. 9883
    0. 9906
    0. 9894
    0. 9984
Var  I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0109
    1. 0119
    1. 0095
    1. 0107
    1. 0016
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Table 3.7   Regression models for cell metrics  
Speed = 0.0037 – 0.0296 cfDiffuse – 0.0033 cfBurst  
   – 3.1145 cdInhibitorConc  + 0.0440 cfProtrusion  
   + 0.0040 cfDiffuse*cfBurst 
Form Factor = 0.4887 + 501.678 cdInhibitorConc – 3.4891 cfFAAssembly 
Angular Velocity = 11.2738 + 241.534 cfDiffuse2 + 44.9933 cfRetraction  
    + 0.1930 cnBurst – 71.6203 cfFADisassembly 
Radial Variability = 0.3875 – 1.5742 cfDiffuse2 – 632.338 cdInhibitorConc  
   + 0.4108 cfProtrusion 
Aspect Ratio = 2.0317 – 2.9032 cfDiffuse – 8.6301 cfDecay 
Migration Efficiency = 0.3473 – 0.5801 cfDiffuse – 0.6328 cfDecay   
     – 702.953 cdInhibitorConc + 3.9356 cfFAAssembly  
     + 2334.24 cfDecay*cdInhibitorConc 
Roundness = 0.7698 + 0.5270 cfDiffuse + 1.0989 cfDecay + 0.0132 cfBurst  
     + 247.519 cdInhibitorConc + 0.0032 cnOffPoint  
     + 0.0022 cnBurst  + 73.1050 cfBurst*cdInhibitorConc 
 
3.3. Model Validation 
 
Having obtained a regression model, it is essential to validate the quality of the fit. 
The first step in analyzing a model fit is through a method called the analysis of variance 
(ANOVA). This method calculates a p-value which, if less than 0.05, indicates that a model 
is capable of explaining a significant portion of the data. Table 3.8 shows the analysis of 
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Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Error
C Tot al
DF
     4
   189
   193
Sum of  Squares
11433. 8017
32093. 0636
43526. 8652
Mean Square
 2858. 4504
  169. 8046
F St at
   16. 83
Pr > F
  <. 0001
variance for “Percent Protrusion” with a computed p-value of less than 0.001. Hence our 
model is valid. The analysis of variance for the other metrics can be found in Appendix D.  
Table 3.8   Analysis of variance for “Percent Protrusion” 
 
 
 
  
Another approach in assessing a model fit is by studying the residual plot. Recall that 
the response computed from the regression model is simply a “predicted” response. The 
difference between this predicted response and the actual response obtained from an 
experimental run is called the residual. As much as the actual response fluctuate due to 
unexplained factors (e.g. human error), the residuals should likewise behave as random 
errors. Any patterns that appear in the residual plot would imply that there are some 
observable behaviors in the data which our model has not accounted for. Figure 3.3 shows 
the residual plot for “Percent Protrusion”.  Clearly, the residuals are randomly scattered with 
no observable pattern. Figure 3.4 compares the response predicted from the regression model 
to the responses from our computer model at the various high/low combinations. The graph 
shows that our regression model is efficient in modeling the trend of the observed data. 
Therefore, we conclude that the regression model for “Percent Protrusion” is satisfactory.  
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Figure 3.3 
Residual Plot for “Percent Protrusion” 
 
 
Figure 3.4  A comparison of predicted and observed responses for “Percent Protrusion 
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3.4. Results of Statistical Analysis 
 
Table 3.9 summarizes the factors and factor interactions that were found to be 
significant for each of the eight cell metrics, where “X” indicates a significant factor and “I” 
indicates significant interactions between the two factors. The “+” and “-” signs specify if the 
factor has a positive or negative effect on the cell metric. For example, speed is negatively 
affected by the factors fDiffuse, fBurst, dInhibitorConc and positively affected by the factor 
fProtrusion. In addition, there is a significant interaction between fDiffuse and fFeedback, 
with a positive effect on speed.  
 
Table 3.9 Summary of significant factors and factor interaction for each cell metric 
 
(X: significant factor, I: significant interaction, – : negative effect, + : positive effect) 
 
    
CELL METRICS 
    
Speed 
Migration 
Efficiency 
Angular 
Velocity 
Percent 
Protrusion 
Aspect 
Ratio 
Radial 
Variability Roundness 
Form 
Factor 
1 fDiffuse (X– )  I+ X– X + (X– )      I+ X– X– X +  
2 fDecay   (X–)      I+    X–  X+  
3 fBurst (X– )  I+        X+  
4 fFeedback             
5 nBurst     X+ X–   (X+)       I+  
6 dInhibitorConc X– (X–)      I+  (X– )      I+  X– (X+)       I+ X+ 
7 nOffPoint       X+  
8 fFAAssembly  X+  X–    X– 
9 fFADisassembly    X–        
10 fProtrusion X+       X+    
11 fRetraction     X+        
 
From the table, we can deduce that fDiffuse and dInhibitorConc (highlighted in 
yellow) seem to play important roles in controlling most of the cell metrics, while fFeedback 
(highlighted in green) did not exhibit an effect on any of the cell metrics. 
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Chapter 4   Conclusion 
 
 
 Although the mechanisms that underlie cell motility are far more complex than the 
simple processes covered by our computer model, the program is, nonetheless, capable of 
generating cells that exhibit a wide variety of shapes and behaviors. We have shown that the 
basic steps of the amoeboid movement in cells can in fact be modeled by a set of 
mathematical functions. The model is valid because each aspect was designed based on the 
biology of real cells, and because it is able to generate any type of crawling cell by simply 
inputting different variable sets. 
        The statistical analysis of the model allows us to identify which variables are important 
for each of the cell metrics calculated by the program. These results can be used to make a 
distinction between different types of cells, and also provide a link between our computer-
generated cells and real cells, which can be measured using the same metrics. Finally, the 
exact relationships between input variables and cell metrics can be expressed using 
regression models. 
An exciting future application of the project is in the study of cell mutations. Cell 
mutations are changes in the genetic makeup of a cell that alter its behavior or characteristics. 
Although biologists can observe the physical effects of cell mutations, very little is known 
about how the mutations affect the inner mechanisms of the cell. This project’s combination 
of computer simulation and statistical analysis may provide useful insight into this field of 
study. 
 The effects of a mutation on a cell can be quantifiably measured using cell metrics. 
Usually a mutation will alter only a specific aspect of a cell, thus changing only a few 
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metrics. Using the results of the statistical analysis, a biologist could first find which 
variables used in the computer simulation are most likely to have an effect on the changed 
metrics, while at the same time having little influence on the others. These variables 
represent the parts of the cell most likely affected by the mutation. 
 The next step is to use the computer program to experiment with the variables which 
have been identified. Beginning with the variable set which produces the healthy cell, the 
goal is to find new values for the influential variables that will closely replicate the metrics of 
the mutated cell. This method will allow biologists to draw an inference as to which parts of 
the cell are influenced by the mutation, and to estimate the affect of the mutation on each 
cellular process. 
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Appendix A     Matlab Program  
    
cell_generator.m is the main function of the program 
 
function cell_generator 
 
x=0; 
contin = 'y'; 
while contin == 'y' 
    stop = 'n'; 
    x=x+1; 
    [nWidth,nCycle,fDiffuse,fDecay,fBurst,dInhibitorConc,fRetraction,fProtrusion,nBurst,fFeedback,... 
            nOffPoint,fFAAssembly,fFADisassembly,fRetractAmount,initialRadius,show_movie,save_movie,... 
            show_data,save_data,show_adhesion_points,bTaxi,show_new_boundary,contin] = control(x); 
    if contin == 'n' 
        break; 
    end 
    FA= repmat(struct('fX',0.0,'fY',0.0,'age',0),1,0);  % empty array of FOCALADHESION 
    BFA = repmat(struct('fX',0.0,'fY',0.0),1,0);  % empty array of Boundary FOCALADHESION 
    fBDFA = zeros(1,360);  % stores radius of furtherest adhesion point at angle i 
    bound1 = repmat(struct('bFA',0,'fRetraction',0.0,'fAngle',0.0,'fRadius',initialRadius,'fSignal',0.0,'fProtrusion','n'),1,361); 
    deg2rad = pi/180; 
    nCount = 1;             %counter of simulation cycles 
    fData3 = 0.0;           %for computing total positive signal 
    nHeight = nWidth; 
    if(bTaxi == 'y') 
        fX = round(0.15*nWidth);   %for chemtax start on left side 
    else 
        fX = round(nWidth/2);   %starting position of center 
    end 
    fY = round(nHeight/2); 
    minRadius =0.65*initialRadius; 
    if(save_data == 'y') 
        fid = fopen('morphometry.txt','a'); 
        if(x == 1) 
            fprintf(fid,'\n area    speed    angular speed    form factor    percent protrusion    radial variability    roundness   aspect ratio    migration efficiency'); 
        end 
    end 
    cell_area = 0;                             % must reset vectors so that old data doesnt carry over from previous simulations. 
    cell_percent_protrusion = 0;      % cannot specify lengths because there is the possibility that the program  
    cell_form_factor = 0;                  % will be stopped after x iterations, leaving the last nCycle-x entries blank, which 
    cell_radial_variability = 0;          % causes the mean(vector) function return incorrect value. 
    cell_speed = 0; 
    cell_roundness = 0; 
    cell_aspect_ratio = 0; 
    cell_angular_speed = 0; 
    cell_chemotactic_index = 0; 
    fX_now = fX; 
    fY_now = fY; 
    fX_init = fX; 
    fY_init = fY; 
     
    %step 0: initialization 
    %set polar coordinate for each point 
    for i=1:360 
        bound1(i).fAngle = i-1; 
        bound1(i).fRadius = initialRadius; 
        dData = rand(1); 
        %50% probability of burst of positive signal 
        if (dData < 0.5) 
            bound1(i).fSignal = nBurst; 
            fData3 = fData3 + bound1(i).fSignal; 
        end 
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    end 
    bound1(361) = bound1(1); 
    fArea = pi*initialRadius^2; 
    fInhibitor = fData3 * dInhibitorConc * fArea; 
     
    %display boundary 
    for i = 1:361 
        xcoord(i) = bound1(i).fRadius*cos(bound1(i).fAngle*deg2rad) + fX; 
        ycoord(i) = bound1(i).fRadius*sin(bound1(i).fAngle*deg2rad) + fY; 
    end 
    heading1 = ['Time 000', num2str(nCount)]; 
    center_x = [num2str(fX,3),'.0']; 
    center_y = [num2str(fY,3),'.0']; 
    heading2 = ['Center: (',center_x,', ',center_y,')']; 
    plot(xcoord,ycoord,'g'), axis([0 nWidth 0 nHeight]), text(round(nWidth/2) - 8,nHeight - 4,heading1), text(1,4,heading2); 
    M(1)=getframe; 
    drawnow; 
    [fX fY]; 
     
    %start of cell movement 
    while(nCount < nCycle) 
        if(stop == 'y') 
            delete(gcf); 
            break; 
        else 
            nCount = nCount + 1; 
            fData3 = 0.0; 
            
            %% step 1: diffuse and decay of positive signal 
            for i=1:360 
                bound2(i) = bound1(i); 
                if(i==1) 
                    r0 = bound1(360).fRadius; 
                    a0 = bound1(360).fAngle; 
                    s0 = bound1(360).fSignal; 
                else 
                    r0 = bound1(i-1).fRadius; 
                    a0 = bound1(i-1).fAngle; 
                    s0 = bound1(i-1).fSignal; 
                end 
                r1 = bound1(i).fRadius; 
                a1 = bound1(i).fAngle; 
                s1 = bound1(i).fSignal; 
                r2 = bound1(i+1).fRadius; 
                a2 = bound1(i+1).fAngle; 
                s2 = bound1(i+1).fSignal; 
                 
                fData1 = (s0 - s1)*fDiffuse; 
                fData2 = r1^2 + r2^2 - 2*r1*r2*cos((a1-a2)*deg2rad); 
                r3 = sqrt(fData2);                 
                fData2 = (s2 - s1)*fDiffuse; 
                fData1 = fData1+fData2;  
                bound2(i).fSignal = (bound1(i).fSignal + fData1)*fDecay; 
                fData1 = (bound2(i).fSignal - fInhibitor - nOffPoint)*fFeedback; 
                fData1 = min(max(fData1,fBurst),100);  %piecewise linear fBurst<=fData1<=100 
                if(bTaxi=='y')             %% with chemotaxis 
                    fData1 = fData1 + bound2(i).fRadius*cos(bound2(i).fAngle*deg2rad); 
                end                   %% do nothing if no chemotaxis 
                dData = rand(1)*100.0; 
                if(dData < fData1)  %bursting cap at 100 
                    bound2(i).fSignal = bound2(i).fSignal + nBurst; 
                 end 
                fData3 = fData3 + bound2(i).fSignal;  %sum all +ve signals 
            end  
            bound2(361) = bound2(1); 
            fInhibitor = fData3 * dInhibitorConc * fArea; 
 
            %step 2: Protrusion 
            cell_percent_protrusion(nCount-1)=0; 
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            for i=1:360 
                bound2(i).fProtrusion = 'n'; 
                if(bound2(i).fSignal > fInhibitor) 
                    fData1 = normrnd(fProtrusion, 0.1 * fProtrusion); %matlab function 
                    bound2(i).fRadius = bound2(i).fRadius + max(fData1,0); 
                    bound2(i).fProtrusion = 'y'; 
                    cell_percent_protrusion(nCount-1) = cell_percent_protrusion(nCount-1) + 1/360; 
                    dData = rand(1); 
                    if(dData < fFAAssembly) % add new focal adhesion at the new protrusion point 
                        k = length(FA); 
                        FA(k+1).fX = fX + bound2(i).fRadius * cos(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        FA(k+1).fY = fY + bound2(i).fRadius * sin(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        FA(k+1).age = 1; 
                    end 
                elseif fFAAssembly == 0 
                    bound2(i).fRadius = max(bound2(i).fRadius*(1-fRetraction),minRadius); 
                end 
            end 
             
            if(fFAAssembly > 0)%start of part with focal adhesion 
                 
                %step 3: focal adhesion turnover 
                for i=1:length(FA) 
                    length1=length(FA); 
                    if(i>length1) 
                        break; 
                    else 
                        dData = exp(-fFADisassembly*FA(i).age); 
                        if(dData<rand) 
                            FA(:,i) = []; 
                        else 
                            FA(i).age = FA(i).age + 1; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                 
                %% step 4: set up fBDFA(i) = radius of furtherest adhesion point at angle i. 
                fBDFA = zeros(1,360);   %reinitialize fBDFA to all zeros. 
                for j = 1:length(FA) 
                    fData1 = FA(:,j).fX - fX; 
                    fData2 = FA(:,j).fY - fY; 
                    [theta,rho] = cart2pol(fData1,fData2); %convert to polar coord. 
                    i = floor(theta*180/pi); 
                    if(i<0) 
                        i=361+i; 
                    end 
                    if(i==0) 
                        i=1; 
                    end 
                    fBDFA(i)=max(fBDFA(i),rho); %replace by further out point 
                end 
                 
                %if border point is located at a focal adhesion, then inhibit retraction     
                for i=1:360 
                    if(bound2(i).fRadius <= fBDFA(i)) 
                        bound2(i).fRadius = fBDFA(i); 
                        bound2(i).bFA = true;      %meaning point is a focal adhesion 
                        bound2(i).fRetraction = 0.0;  %amount to retract is zero 
                    else 
                        bound2(i).bFA = false; 
                        if (bound2(i).fSignal > fInhibitor) % pos. signal > neg. signal 
                            bound2(i).fRetraction = 0.0;    %amount to retract is zero 
                        else 
                            bound2(i).fRetraction = bound2(i).fRadius * fRetraction; %amount to retract 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                bound2(361) = bound2(1); 
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                %step 5: change cell shape according to the signal 
                %First, check if any boundary point will retract to a focal adhesion. 
                %These points will have a constraint on how the other points retract. 
                for i=1:360 
                    if(bound2(i).fRetraction >0 & (bound2(i).fRadius*(1-fRetraction) <= fBDFA (i))) 
                        bound2(i).bFA = true; 
                        bound2(i).fRadius = fBDFA(i); 
                    end 
                end 
                % Any point that retracts will be constrained by the two nearest border adhesions. 
                for i=1:360 
                    if(bound2(i).bFA | bound2(i).fRetraction == 0.0) 
                        continue; 
                    elseif (bound2(i).fRadius <= minRadius)   %Ensure no point is shorter than the initial radius 
                        bound2(i).fRadius = minRadius; 
                        continue; 
                    end 
                    %find the two closest boundary focal adhesions within 45 degree left and 45 degree right 
                    nLeft=-1; 
                    nRight=-1; 
                    for j=1:45 
                        k1 = i+j; k2 = i-j; 
                        k1 = mod(k1,360); k2 = mod(k2,360); 
                        if(k1==0) 
                            k1=360; 
                        elseif (k2==0) 
                            k2=360; 
                        end 
                        if (nLeft == -1 & bound2(k1).bFA==true) 
                            nLeft = k1;         % closest adhesion on the left 
                        elseif (nRight == -1 & bound2(k2).bFA==true) 
                            nRight= k2;         %closest adhesion on the right 
                        end 
                    end 
                     
                    %Points either retract by fRetraction if it does not cross the line joining nLeft and nRight. 
                    %Otherwise, retract to the line. 
                    intersect_dist= 0; 
                    if(nLeft == -1 | nRight == -1) 
                        bound2(i).fRadius = bound2(i).fRadius*(1-fRetraction); 
                    else 
                        x1 = bound2(i).fRadius * cos(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        y1 = bound2(i).fRadius * sin(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        xleft = bound2(nLeft).fRadius * cos(bound2(nLeft).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        yleft = bound2(nLeft).fRadius * sin(bound2(nLeft).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        xright = bound2(nRight).fRadius * cos(bound2(nRight).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        yright = bound2(nRight).fRadius * sin(bound2(nRight).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                        %set up Ax = b to find point of intersection. 
                        a11 = y1; a12 = -x1; b1 = 0; 
                        a21 = (yright - yleft); a22 = -(xright - xleft); 
                        b2 = (yright - yleft)*xright - (xright - xleft)*yright; 
                        A = [a11 a12; a21 a22]; 
                        if(abs(det(A)) >= 1e-5) 
                            rhs = [b1 b2]'; 
                            lhs = A\rhs;  % point of intersection of the two lines 
                            intersect_dist = norm(lhs);  %distance from center to point of intersection (matlab function) 
                        end 
                        %A point retracts only if it is in front of the intersection point. 
                        if(bound2(i).fRadius >= intersect_dist) 
                            bound2(i).fRadius = max(intersect_dist, bound2(i).fRadius*(1-fRetraction)); 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                bound2(361) = bound2(1); 
            end  %end of part with focal adhesions 
             
            %step 6: calculate new cell center by averaging x,y coordinates 
            fDX = 0.0; 
            fDY = 0.0; 
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            for i=1:360 
                fDX = fDX + bound2(i).fRadius * cos(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad); 
                fDY = fDY + bound2(i).fRadius * sin(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad); 
            end 
            fDX = fDX/360; 
            fDY = fDY/360; 
            cell_speed(nCount-1) = sqrt(fDX^2 + fDY^2); 
            fX = fX + fDX; 
            fY = fY + fDY; 
            fX_new = fX; 
            fY_new = fY;             
            %step 7: calculate polar coordinates relative to the new cell center 
            for i=1:360 
                fData1 = bound2(i).fRadius * cos(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad) - fDX; 
                fData2 = bound2(i).fRadius * sin(bound2(i).fAngle * deg2rad) - fDY; 
                [angle, rad] = cart2pol(fData1, fData2); 
                angle = angle*180/pi; 
                if(angle<0) 
                    angle=360+angle; 
                end 
                bound2(i).fAngle = angle; 
                bound2(i).fRadius = rad; 
            end 
            %step 8: sort angles 
            bound3 = repmat(struct('bFA',0,'fRetraction',0.0,'fAngle',0,'fRadius',0,'fSignal',0.0,'fProtrusion','n'),1,361); 
            %re-lable boundary points based on new angles. only keep maximum radius 
            for i=1:360 
                if(bound2(i).fRadius > bound3(ceil(bound2(i).fAngle)).fRadius) 
                    bound3(ceil(bound2(i).fAngle)) = bound2(i); 
                end 
            end 
            %interpolate for any missing boundary points. 
            for i=1:360 
                if(bound3(i).fRadius == 0) 
                    %find two closest neighbors which have data 
                    i_cw = i; 
                    i_cc = i; 
                    done = 'n'; 
                    while(done == 'n')    %look clockwise 
                        i_cw = i_cw - 1; 
                        i_cw1 = i_cw; 
                        if(i_cw < 1) 
                            i_cw1 = i_cw1 + 360; 
                        end 
                        if(bound3(i_cw1).fRadius > 0) 
                            bound_cw_angle = bound3(i_cw1).fAngle; 
                            done = 'y'; 
                        end 
                    end 
                    done = 'n'; 
                    while(done == 'n')    %look counter-clockwise 
                        i_cc = i_cc + 1; 
                        i_cc1 = i_cc; 
                        if(i_cc > 360) 
                            i_cc1 = i_cc1 - 360; 
                        end 
                        if(bound3(i_cc1).fRadius > 0) 
                            bound_cc_angle = bound3(i_cc1).fAngle; 
                            done = 'y'; 
                        end 
                    end 
                    if(i_cc1 < i_cw1)             %this occurs when interpolating for angles close to 0 
                        bound_cc_angle = bound_cc_angle + 360; 
                    end 
                    diff = i_cc - i_cw; 
                    bound3(i).fAngle =  ((i_cc-i)/diff) * bound_cw_angle  + ((i-i_cw)/diff) * bound_cc_angle; 
                    if(bound3(i).fAngle > 360)    %this occurs when interpolating for angles close to 0 
                        bound3(i).fAngle = bound3(i).fAngle - 360; 
                    end 
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                    bound3(i).fRadius = ((i_cc-i)/diff) * bound3(i_cw1).fRadius + ((i-i_cw)/diff) * bound3(i_cc1).fRadius; 
                    bound3(i).fSignal = ((i_cc-i)/diff) * bound3(i_cw1).fSignal + ((i-i_cw)/diff) * bound3(i_cc1).fSignal; 
                    bound3(i).fRetraction = 0.0; 
                    bound3(i).fProtrusion = 'n'; 
                    bound3(i).bFA = 0; 
                end 
            end 
            bound1 = bound3; 
            bound1(361) = bound1(1);            
            rads = repmat(0,1,nCycle-1); 
            max_diam=0; 
            min_diam=nWidth; 
             
            %steps 9 and 10: display cell and cell metrics 
            for i = 1:360 
                xcoord(i) = bound1(i).fRadius*cos(bound1(i).fAngle*deg2rad) + fX; 
                ycoord(i) = bound1(i).fRadius*sin(bound1(i).fAngle*deg2rad) + fY; 
                rads(i) = bound1(i).fRadius; 
                if(i<=180) 
                    diam=bound1(i).fRadius + bound1(180+i).fRadius; 
                end 
                if(diam > max_diam) 
                    max_diam = diam; 
                end 
                if(diam < min_diam) 
                    min_diam = diam; 
                end 
            end 
            rads = rads/mean(rads); 
            perim = 0; 
            xcoord(361) = xcoord(1); 
            ycoord(361) = ycoord(1); 
            for i=1:360 
                perim = perim + sqrt((xcoord(i)-xcoord(i+1))^2 + (ycoord(i)-ycoord(i+1))^2);  %DG 
            end 
            time = num2str(nCount); 
            if(length(time) < 2) 
                time = ['000',time]; 
            elseif(length(time) < 3) 
                time = ['00',time]; 
            elseif(length(time) < 4) 
                time = ['0',time]; 
            end 
            heading1 = ['Time ', time]; 
            center_x = num2str(fX,3); 
            center_y = num2str(fY,3); 
            if(length(center_x) == 2) 
                center_x = [center_x,'.0']; 
            end 
            if(length(center_y) == 2) 
                center_y = [center_y,'.0']; 
            end 
            heading2 = ['Center: (',center_x,', ',center_y,')']; 
            if(show_adhesion_points == 'y') 
                x_A=repmat(0,1,length(FA)); 
                y_A=repmat(0,1,length(FA)); 
                for i=1:length(FA) 
                    x_A(i)=FA(i).fX; 
                    y_A(i)=FA(i).fY; 
                end 
                plot(xcoord,ycoord,'g',x_A,y_A,'.',fX,fY,'ro'), axis([0 nWidth 0 nHeight]), text(round(nWidth/2) - 8,nHeight - 4,heading1), text(1,4,heading2); 
            else 
                plot(xcoord,ycoord,'g',fX,fY,'ro'), axis([0 nWidth 0 nHeight]), text(round(nWidth/2) - 8,nHeight - 4,heading1), text(1,4,heading2); 
            end 
            fArea = polyarea(xcoord,ycoord); 
            if(show_new_boundary == 'y') 
                hold on; 
                for i=1:360 
                    if(bound1(i).fProtrusion == 'y') 
                        if(i == 1) 
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                            xcoordn = [xcoord(360) xcoord(1) xcoord(2)]; 
                            ycoordn = [ycoord(360) ycoord(1) ycoord(2)]; 
                        else 
                            xcoordn = [xcoord(i-1) xcoord(i) xcoord(i+1)]; 
                            ycoordn = [ycoord(i-1) ycoord(i) ycoord(i+1)]; 
                        end 
                        plot(xcoordn,ycoordn,'m'); 
                    end 
                end 
                hold off; 
            end         
            try 
                M(nCount) = getframe; 
            catch 
                stop = 'y'; 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
        cell_area(nCount-1) = fArea; 
        cell_aspect_ratio(nCount-1) = max_diam/min_diam; 
        cell_radial_variability(nCount-1) = std(rads); 
        cell_roundness(nCount-1) = 4*fArea/(pi*max_diam^2); 
        cell_form_factor = 4*pi*fArea/(perim^2);         
        if(nCount > 2) 
            d1 = sqrt((fX_old - fX_now)^2 + (fY_old - fY_now)^2); 
            d2 = sqrt((fX_new - fX_now)^2 + (fY_new - fY_now)^2); 
            d3 = sqrt((fX_old - fX_new)^2 + (fY_old - fY_new)^2); 
            if(d1 == 0 | d2 ==0) 
                theta = 0; 
            else 
                theta = 180 - (180/pi)*acos((d1^2 + d2^2 - d3^2)/(2*d1*d2)); 
            end 
            cell_angular_speed(nCount-2) = theta; 
        end 
        fX_old = fX_now; 
        fY_old = fY_now; 
        fX_now = fX_new; 
        fY_now = fY_new; 
    end %end of cell movement 
    cell_chemotactic_index = sqrt((fX-fX_init)^2 + (fY-fY_init)^2) / sum(cell_speed); 
    if(save_data == 'y') 
        fprintf(fid,'\n%4.2f %7.2f %10.2f %18.2f %17.2f %21.2f %17.2f %14.2f %17.2f',mean(cell_area),mean(cell_speed),... 
            mean(cell_angular_speed),mean(cell_form_factor),100*mean(cell_percent_protrusion),... 
            mean(cell_radial_variability),mean(cell_roundness),mean(cell_aspect_ratio),cell_chemotactic_index); 
        fclose(fid); 
    end 
    if(stop == 'y') 
        endpt = nCount-1; 
    else 
        endpt = nCycle; 
    end 
    for i=length(M):-1:1 
        if i>endpt 
            M(i) = []; 
        end 
    end 
    if(show_movie == 'y') 
        movie(M,0); 
    end 
    if(save_movie == 'y') 
        name = ['Cell_Movie_', num2str(x)]; 
        movie2avi(M,name,'fps',12,'quality',100); 
    end 
    if(show_data == 'y') 
        table(mean(cell_area),mean(cell_speed),mean(cell_angular_speed),mean(cell_form_factor),100*... 
            mean(cell_percent_protrusion),mean(cell_radial_variability),mean(cell_roundness),... 
            mean(cell_aspect_ratio),cell_chemotactic_index); 
    end 
end 
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control.m creates the graphical user interface 
 
function varargout = control(varargin) 
 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @control_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @control_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
 
function control_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
global contin 
contin = 'n'; 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
if varargin{1} == 1 
    set_defaults(hObject, eventdata, handles); 
end 
uiwait(handles.figure1); 
 
function varargout = control_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global contin 
 
if contin =='y' 
    varargout{1}  = handles.nWidth_input; 
    varargout{2}  = handles.nCycle_input; 
    varargout{3}  = handles.fDiffuse_input; 
    varargout{4}  = handles.fDecay_input; 
    varargout{5}  = handles.fBurst_input; 
    varargout{6}  = handles.dInhibitorConc_input; 
    varargout{7}  = handles.fRetraction_input; 
    varargout{8}  = handles.fProtrusion_input; 
    varargout{9}  = handles.nBurst_input; 
    varargout{10} = handles.fFeedback_input; 
    varargout{11} = handles.nOffPoint_input; 
    varargout{12} = handles.fFAAssembly_input; 
    varargout{13} = handles.fFADisassembly_input; 
    varargout{14} = handles.min_rad_input; 
    varargout{15} = handles.initialRadius_input; 
    varargout{16} = handles.show_movie; 
    varargout{17} = handles.save_movie; 
    varargout{18} = handles.show_data; 
    varargout{19} = handles.save_data; 
    varargout{20} = handles.show_adhesion_points; 
    varargout{21} = handles.chemotaxis; 
    varargout{22} = handles.show_new_boundary; 
    varargout{23} = contin; 
else 
    varargout{1}  = 0; 
    varargout{2}  = 0; 
    varargout{3}  = 0; 
    varargout{4}  = 0; 
    varargout{5}  = 0; 
    varargout{6}  = 0; 
    varargout{7}  = 0; 
    varargout{8}  = 0; 
    varargout{9}  = 0; 
    varargout{10} = 0; 
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    varargout{11} = 0; 
    varargout{12} = 0; 
    varargout{13} = 0; 
    varargout{14} = 0; 
    varargout{15} = 0; 
    varargout{16} = 0; 
    varargout{17} = 0; 
    varargout{18} = 0; 
    varargout{19} = 0; 
    varargout{20} = 0; 
    varargout{21} = 0; 
    varargout{22} = 0; 
    varargout{23} = contin; 
    close 
end 
 
function nWidth_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function nWidth_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.nWidth_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.nWidth_input = user_entry; 
    handles.nWidth_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function nCycle_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function nCycle_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.nCycle_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.nCycle_input = user_entry; 
    handles.nCycle_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function fProtrusion_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function fProtrusion_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fProtrusion_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.fProtrusion_input = user_entry; 
    handles.fProtrusion_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function fRetraction_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
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end 
function fRetraction_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fRetraction_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.fRetraction_input = user_entry; 
    handles.fRetraction_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function nBurst_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function nBurst_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.nBurst_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.nBurst_input = user_entry; 
    handles.nBurst_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function fDiffuse_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function fDiffuse_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fDiffuse_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.fDiffuse_input = user_entry; 
    handles.fDiffuse_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function initialRadius_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function initialRadius_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.initialRadius_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.initialRadius_input = user_entry; 
    handles.initialRadius_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function fFADisassembly_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function fFADisassembly_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fFADisassembly_error = 'y'; 
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else 
    handles.fFADisassembly_input = user_entry; 
    handles.fFADisassembly_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function edit9_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function edit9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
function fFeedback_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function fFeedback_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fFeedback_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.fFeedback_input = user_entry; 
    handles.fFeedback_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function nOffPoint_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function nOffPoint_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.nOffPoint_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.nOffPoint_input = user_entry; 
    handles.nOffPoint_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function edit12_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function edit12_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
function fFAAssembly_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function fFAAssembly_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fFAAssembly_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.fFAAssembly_input = user_entry; 
    handles.fFAAssembly_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
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function fDecay_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function fDecay_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fDecay_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.fDecay_input = user_entry; 
    handles.fDecay_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function edit15_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function edit15_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
function min_rad_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function min_rad_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.min_rad_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.min_rad_input = user_entry; 
    handles.min_rad_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function dInhibitorConc_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function dInhibitorConc_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.dInhibitorConc_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.dInhibitorConc_input = user_entry; 
    handles.dInhibitorConc_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function fBurst_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 
end 
function fBurst_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
user_entry = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 
if isnan(user_entry) 
    handles.fBurst_error = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.fBurst_input = user_entry; 
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    handles.fBurst_error = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function exit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global contin 
contin = 'n'; 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
uiresume; 
 
function ok_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global contin 
if handles.nWidth_error == 'y' | handles.initialRadius_error == 'y' | handles.nCycle_error == 'y' 
    errordlg('You must enter a numerical value for each entry','Error','modal') 
elseif handles.fDiffuse_error == 'y' | handles.fDecay_error == 'y' | handles.fBurst_error == 'y' 
    errordlg('You must enter a numerical value for each entry','Error','modal') 
elseif handles.dInhibitorConc_error == 'y' | handles.fRetraction_error == 'y' | handles.fProtrusion_error == 'y' 
    errordlg('You must enter a numerical value for each entry','Error','modal') 
elseif handles.nBurst_error == 'y' | handles.fFeedback_error == 'y' | handles.nOffPoint_error == 'y' 
    errordlg('You must enter a numerical value for each entry','Error','modal') 
elseif handles.fFAAssembly_error == 'y' | handles.fFADisassembly_error == 'y' | handles.min_rad_error == 'y' 
    errordlg('You must enter a numerical value for each entry','Error','modal') 
else 
    contin = 'y'; 
    guidata(hObject,handles) 
    uiresume; 
end 
 
function options_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
[a,b,c,d,e,f,g,cont]=options(handles.show_movie,handles.save_movie,handles.show_data,handles.save_data,... 
    handles.show_adhesion_points,handles.chemotaxis,handles.show_new_boundary); 
if(cont == 'y') 
    handles.show_movie = a; 
    handles.save_movie = b; 
    handles.show_data = c; 
    handles.save_data = d; 
    handles.show_adhesion_points = e; 
    handles.chemotaxis = f; 
    handles.show_new_boundary = g; 
end 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
 
function set_defaults(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
%change default values here 
handles.nWidth_input = 100; 
handles.nCycle_input = 350; 
handles.min_rad_input = 2.5; 
handles.initialRadius_input = 5.0; 
 
handles.show_movie = 'n'; 
handles.save_movie = 'n'; 
handles.show_data = 'n'; 
handles.save_data = 'n'; 
handles.show_adhesion_points = 'n'; 
handles.chemotaxis = 'n'; 
handles.show_new_boundary = 'n'; 
 
handles.nWidth_error = 'n'; 
handles.nCycle_error = 'n'; 
handles.fDiffuse_error = 'n'; 
handles.fDecay_error = 'n'; 
handles.fBurst_error = 'n'; 
handles.dInhibitorConc_error = 'n'; 
handles.fRetraction_error = 'n'; 
handles.fProtrusion_error = 'n'; 
handles.nBurst_error = 'n'; 
handles.fFeedback_error = 'n'; 
handles.nOffPoint_error = 'n'; 
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handles.fFAAssembly_error = 'n'; 
handles.fFADisassembly_error = 'n'; 
handles.min_rad_error = 'n'; 
handles.initialRadius_error = 'n'; 
set(handles.nWidth,'String',num2str(handles.nWidth_input)); 
set(handles.nCycle,'String',num2str(handles.nCycle_input)); 
set(handles.min_rad,'String',num2str(handles.min_rad_input)); 
set(handles.initialRadius,'String',num2str(handles.initialRadius_input)); 
set(hObject,'Tag','keratocyte') 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
uibuttongroup1_SelectionChangeFcn(hObject,eventdata,handles); 
 
function uibuttongroup1_SelectionChangeFcn(hObject,eventdata,handles) 
switch get(hObject,'Tag') 
    case 'keratocyte' 
        set(handles.fibroblast,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neuron,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.amoeba,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neutrophil,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.custom,'Value',0.0); 
        handles.fDiffuse_input = 0.5; 
        handles.fDecay_input = 0.85; 
        handles.fBurst_input = 1; 
        handles.dInhibitorConc_input =0.00003; 
        handles.fRetraction_input = 0.05; 
        handles.fProtrusion_input = 0.2; 
        handles.nBurst_input = 20; 
        handles.fFeedback_input = 120; 
        handles.nOffPoint_input = 5; 
        handles.fFAAssembly_input = 0.0; 
        handles.fFADisassembly_input = 0.0; 
        guidata(hObject,handles) 
        update_display(hObject,eventdata,handles); 
    case 'fibroblast' 
         set(handles.keratocyte,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neuron,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.amoeba,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neutrophil,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.custom,'Value',0.0); 
        handles.fDiffuse_input = 0.5; 
        handles.fDecay_input = 0.8; 
        handles.fBurst_input = 0.00005; 
        handles.dInhibitorConc_input =0.00004; 
        handles.fRetraction_input = 0.05; 
        handles.fProtrusion_input = 0.2; 
        handles.nBurst_input = 25; 
        handles.fFeedback_input = 120; 
        handles.nOffPoint_input = 5; 
        handles.fFAAssembly_input = 0.02; 
        handles.fFADisassembly_input = 0.0005; 
        guidata(hObject,handles) 
        update_display(hObject,eventdata,handles); 
    case 'neuron' 
        set(handles.keratocyte,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.fibroblast,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.amoeba,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neutrophil,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.custom,'Value',0.0); 
        handles.fDiffuse_input = 0.1; 
        handles.fDecay_input = 0.65; 
        handles.fBurst_input = 1; 
        handles.dInhibitorConc_input =0.0008; 
        handles.fRetraction_input = 0.01; 
        handles.fProtrusion_input = 0.25; 
        handles.nBurst_input = 20; 
        handles.fFeedback_input = 120; 
        handles.nOffPoint_input = 5; 
        handles.fFAAssembly_input = 0.0; 
        handles.fFADisassembly_input = 0.9; 
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        guidata(hObject,handles) 
        update_display(hObject,eventdata,handles); 
    case 'amoeba' 
        set(handles.keratocyte,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.fibroblast,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neuron,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neutrophil,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.custom,'Value',0.0); 
        handles.fDiffuse_input = 0.3; 
        handles.fDecay_input = 0.6; 
        handles.fBurst_input = 0.005; 
        handles.dInhibitorConc_input =0.000003; 
        handles.fRetraction_input = 0.05; 
        handles.fProtrusion_input = 0.3; 
        handles.nBurst_input = 4; 
        handles.fFeedback_input = 1; 
        handles.nOffPoint_input = 5; 
        handles.fFAAssembly_input = 0.0; 
        handles.fFADisassembly_input = 0.0; 
        guidata(hObject,handles) 
        update_display(hObject,eventdata,handles); 
    case 'neutrophil' 
        set(handles.keratocyte,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.fibroblast,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neuron,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.amoeba,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.custom,'Value',0.0); 
        handles.fDiffuse_input = 0.5; 
        handles.fDecay_input = 0.6; 
        handles.fBurst_input = 1; 
        handles.dInhibitorConc_input =0.0001; 
        handles.fRetraction_input = 0.04; 
        handles.fProtrusion_input = 0.2; 
        handles.nBurst_input = 20; 
        handles.fFeedback_input = 120; 
        handles.nOffPoint_input = 5; 
        handles.fFAAssembly_input = 0.0; 
        handles.fFADisassembly_input = 0.0; 
        guidata(hObject,handles) 
        update_display(hObject,eventdata,handles); 
    case 'custom' 
        set(handles.keratocyte,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.fibroblast,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neuron,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.amoeba,'Value',0.0); 
        set(handles.neutrophil,'Value',0.0); 
        handles.fDiffuse_input = 0; 
        handles.fDecay_input = 0; 
        handles.fBurst_input = 0; 
        handles.dInhibitorConc_input =0; 
        handles.fRetraction_input = 0; 
        handles.fProtrusion_input = 0; 
        handles.nBurst_input = 0; 
        handles.fFeedback_input = 0; 
        handles.nOffPoint_input = 0; 
        handles.fFAAssembly_input = 0; 
        handles.fFADisassembly_input = 0; 
        guidata(hObject,handles) 
        update_display(hObject,eventdata,handles); 
end 
 
function update_display(hObject,eventdata,handles) 
set(handles.fDiffuse,'String',num2str(handles.fDiffuse_input)); 
set(handles.fDecay,'String',num2str(handles.fDecay_input)); 
set(handles.fBurst,'String',num2str(handles.fBurst_input)); 
set(handles.dInhibitorConc,'String',num2str(handles.dInhibitorConc_input)); 
set(handles.fRetraction,'String',num2str(handles.fRetraction_input)); 
set(handles.fProtrusion,'String',num2str(handles.fProtrusion_input)); 
set(handles.nBurst,'String',num2str(handles.nBurst_input)); 
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set(handles.fFeedback,'String',num2str(handles.fFeedback_input)); 
set(handles.nOffPoint,'String',num2str(handles.nOffPoint_input)); 
set(handles.fFAAssembly,'String',num2str(handles.fFAAssembly_input)); 
set(handles.fFADisassembly,'String',num2str(handles.fFADisassembly_input)); 
guidata(hObject,handles) 
  
 
option.m creates a graphical user interface allowing the user to change 
different aspects of how the cell and data are displayed 
 
 
function varargout = options(varargin) 
 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @options_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @options_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
 
function options_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
global cont 
cont = 'n'; 
 
handles.output = hObject; 
handles.shm = varargin{1}; 
handles.svm = varargin{2}; 
handles.shd = varargin{3}; 
handles.svd = varargin{4}; 
handles.sa = varargin{5}; 
handles.c = varargin{6}; 
handles.snb = varargin{7}; 
if handles.shm == 'y' 
    set(handles.show_movie,'Value',1.0); 
else 
    set(handles.show_movie,'Value',0.0); 
end 
if handles.svm == 'y' 
    set(handles.save_movie,'Value',1.0); 
else 
    set(handles.save_movie,'Value',0.0); 
end 
if handles.shd == 'y' 
    set(handles.show_data,'Value',1.0); 
else 
    set(handles.show_data,'Value',0.0); 
end 
if handles.svd == 'y' 
    set(handles.save_data,'Value',1.0); 
else 
    set(handles.save_data,'Value',0.0); 
end 
if handles.sa == 'y' 
    set(handles.show_adhesion_points,'Value',1.0); 
else 
    set(handles.show_adhesion_points,'Value',0.0); 
end 
if handles.c == 'y' 
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    set(handles.chemotaxis,'Value',1.0); 
else 
    set(handles.chemotaxis,'Value',0.0); 
end 
if handles.snb == 'y' 
    set(handles.show_new_boundary,'Value',1.0); 
else 
    set(handles.show_new_boundary,'Value',0.0); 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
uiwait(handles.figure1); 
 
function varargout = options_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global cont 
 
if cont == 'y' 
    varargout{1} = handles.shm; 
    varargout{2} = handles.svm; 
    varargout{3} = handles.shd; 
    varargout{4} = handles.svd; 
    varargout{5} = handles.sa; 
    varargout{6} = handles.c; 
    varargout{7} = handles.snb; 
    varargout{8} = cont; 
    close 
else 
    varargout{1} = 'n'; 
    varargout{2} = 'n'; 
    varargout{3} = 'n'; 
    varargout{4} = 'n'; 
    varargout{5} = 'n'; 
    varargout{6} = 'n'; 
    varargout{7} = 'n'; 
    varargout{8} = cont; 
end 
 
function show_movie_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if (get(hObject,'Value') == get(hObject,'Max')) 
    handles.shm = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.shm = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
function show_data_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if (get(hObject,'Value') == get(hObject,'Max')) 
    handles.shd = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.shd = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
function save_data_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if (get(hObject,'Value') == get(hObject,'Max')) 
    handles.svd = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.svd = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
function save_movie_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if (get(hObject,'Value') == get(hObject,'Max')) 
    handles.svm = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.svm = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
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function chemotaxis_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if (get(hObject,'Value') == get(hObject,'Max')) 
    handles.c = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.c = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
function show_adhesion_points_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if (get(hObject,'Value') == get(hObject,'Max')) 
    handles.sa = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.sa = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
function show_new_boundary_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if (get(hObject,'Value') == get(hObject,'Max')) 
    handles.snb = 'y'; 
else 
    handles.snb = 'n'; 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 
function ok_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global cont 
cont = 'y'; 
uiresume; 
 
function save_preferences(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
 
 
table.m creates the graphical user interface which displays the cell 
metrics 
 
function varargout = table(varargin) 
 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @table_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @table_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
 
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
 
function table_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
handles.output = hObject; 
set(handles.data_area,'String',num2str(varargin{1},3)); 
set(handles.data_speed,'String',num2str(varargin{2},3)); 
set(handles.data_angular_speed,'String',num2str(varargin{3},3)); 
set(handles.data_form_factor,'String',num2str(varargin{4},3)); 
set(handles.data_percent_protrusion,'String',num2str(varargin{5},3)); 
set(handles.data_radial_variability,'String',num2str(varargin{6},3)); 
set(handles.data_roundness,'String',num2str(varargin{7},3)); 
set(handles.data_aspect_ratio,'String',num2str(varargin{8},3)); 
set(handles.data_chemotactic_index,'String',num2str(varargin{9},3)); 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
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uiwait(handles.figure1); 
 
function varargout = table_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
 
function close_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
close
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Appendix B       Factor Confounding Rules for a 211-5
 IV design  
 
 
 
      x7 = x1*x2*x3*x4*x5*x6 
x8 = x3*x4*x5*x6 
x9 = x2*x4*x5*x6 
x10 = x1*x4*x5*x6 
x11 = x2*x3*x5*x6 
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Appendix C        Generating Array for a 211-5
 IV design 
 
(c = centerpoint) 
 
 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 
Expt fDiffuse fDecay fBurst dInhibitorConc fRetraction fProtrusion nBurst fFeedback nOffPoint fFAAssembly fFADisassembly 
 c1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 
3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 
4 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
5 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
6 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 
7 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 
8 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
9 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
10 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
11 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
12 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
13 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
14 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
15 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
16 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
 c2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
18 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
19 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
20 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
21 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
22 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
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23 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
24 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
25 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
26 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
27 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
28 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
29 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
30 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 
31 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 
32 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
 c3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 
34 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
35 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
36 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 
37 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
38 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
39 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
40 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
41 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
42 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
43 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
44 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
45 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 
46 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 
47 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
48 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 
 c4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
49 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
50 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
51 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
52 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
53 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 
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54 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 
55 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 
56 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 
57 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 
58 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 
59 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 
60 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 
61 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 
62 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
63 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 c5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Appendix D      Regression models 
 
 
Speed 
 
Paramet er  I nf ormat i on
Paramet er
     1
     2
     3
     4
     5
     6
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cf Burst
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cf Prot rusi on
f Di f f use*f Burst
Model  Equat i on
speed  =  0. 0037  -   0. 0296 cf Di f f use  -   0. 0033 cf Burst  -   3. 1145 cdI nhi bi t orConc
     +  0. 0440 cf Prot rusi on  +  0. 0040 P_6                         
Summary of  Fi t
Mean of  Response     0. 0087
Root  MSE     0. 0070
R-Square   0. 4704
Adj  R-Sq   0. 4667
Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Error
C Tot al
DF
     5
   722
   727
Sum of  Squares
    0. 0316
    0. 0356
    0. 0671
Mean Square
    0. 0063
 4. 925E-05
F St at
  128. 26
Pr > F
  <. 0001
Paramet er Est i mat es
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cf Burst
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cf Prot rusi on
f Di f f use*f Burst
DF
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
    0. 0037
   -0. 0296
   -0. 0033
   -3. 1145
    0. 0440
    0. 0040
St d Er ror
    0. 0009
    0. 0019
    0. 0004
    1. 1366
    0. 0032
    0. 0006
t  St at
      4. 35
    -15. 27
     -9. 05
     -2. 74
     13. 81
      6. 15
Pr >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  0. 0063
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
Tol erance
     .     
    0. 2995
    0. 1935
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    0. 1332
Var I nf l at i on
         0
    3. 3389
    5. 1667
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    7. 5056
 
    
  
 
2 
Form Factor 
 
 
Model  Equat i on
f orm_f act or  =  0. 4887  + 501. 678 cdI nhi bi t orConc  -   3. 4891 cf FAAssembl y
Summary of  Fi t
Mean of  Response     0. 4887
Root  MSE     0. 2045
R-Square   0. 2591
Adj  R-Sq   0. 2521
Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Error
C Tot al
DF
     2
   210
   212
Sum of  Squares
    3. 0712
    8. 7805
   11. 8517
Mean Square
    1. 5356
    0. 0418
F St at
   36. 73
Pr > F
  <. 0001
Paramet er  Est i mat es
Var i abl e
I nt ercept       
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cf FAAssembl y
DF
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
    0. 4887
  501. 6777
   -3. 4891
St d Error
    0. 0140
   59. 5806
    1. 6987
t  St at
     34. 88
      8. 42
     -2. 05
Pr >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  0. 0412
Tol erance
     .     
    0. 9970
    0. 9970
Var I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0030
    1. 0030
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
3 
Angular Velocity 
 
 
Model  Equat i on
angul ar_vel oci t y  = 11. 2738  + 241. 534 B_cf Di f f  + 44. 9933 cf Ret ract i on  +  0. 1930 cnBurst
     -  71. 6203 cf FADi sassembl y                                 
Summary of  Fi t
Mean of  Response    25. 7658
Root  MSE    17. 4467
R-Square   0. 3054
Adj  R-Sq   0. 3015
Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Error
C Tot al
DF
     4
   724
   728
Sum of  Squares
96883. 1917
220376. 767
317259. 959
Mean Square
24220. 7979
  304. 3878
F St at
   79. 57
Pr > F
  <. 0001
Paramet er  Est i mat es
Var i abl e
I nt ercept       
B_cf Di f f
cf Ret ract i on
cnBurst
cf FADi sassembl y
DF
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
   11. 2738
  241. 5343
   44. 9933
    0. 1930
  -71. 6203
St d Error
    1. 1192
   15. 2305
   15. 8280
    0. 0264
   31. 4470
t  St at
     10. 07
     15. 86
      2. 84
      7. 32
     -2. 28
Pr >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  0. 0046
  <. 0001
  0. 0230
Tol erance
     .     
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
Var  I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
4 
Radial Variability 
 
 
Model  Equat i on
radi al _var i abi l i t y  =  0. 3875  -   1. 5742 B_cf Di f f  -  632. 338 cdI nhi bi t orConc  + 
Summary of  Fi t
Mean of  Response     0. 2930
Root  MSE     0. 2137
R-Square   0. 3687
Adj  R-Sq   0. 3661
Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Error
C Tot al
DF
     3
   725
   728
Sum of  Squares
   19. 3284
   33. 0945
   52. 4229
Mean Square
    6. 4428
    0. 0456
F St at
  141. 14
Pr > F
  <. 0001
Paramet er  Est i mat es
Vari abl e
I nt ercept       
B_cf Di f f
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cf Prot rusi on
DF
     1
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
    0. 3875
   -1. 5742
 -632. 3377
    0. 4108
St d Error
    0. 0137
    0. 1865
   34. 5886
    0. 0969
t  St at
     28. 27
     -8. 44
    -18. 28
      4. 24
Pr  >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
Tol erance
     .     
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
Var  I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
 
 
 
 
 
 
0.4108 cfProtrusion 
  
 
5 
Aspect Ratio 
 
 
Model  Equat i on
aspect rat i o  =  2. 0317  -   2. 9032 cf Di f f use  -   8. 6301 cf Decay
Summary of  Fi t
Mean of  Response     2. 0317
Root  MSE     0. 7397
R-Square   0. 6511
Adj  R-Sq   0. 6467
Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Error
C Tot al
DF
     2
   159
   161
Sum of  Squares
  162. 3648
   86. 9953
  249. 3601
Mean Square
   81. 1824
    0. 5471
F St at
  148. 38
Pr  > F
  <. 0001
Paramet er  Est i mat es
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cf Decay
DF
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
    2. 0317
   -2. 9032
   -8. 6301
St d Error
    0. 0581
    0. 2373
    0. 7118
t  St at
     34. 96
    -12. 24
    -12. 12
Pr  >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
Tol erance
     .     
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
Var  I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
6 
Migration Efficiency 
 
Paramet er I nf ormat i on
Paramet er
     1
     2
     3
     4
     5
     6
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cf Decay
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cf FAAssembl y
cf Decay*cdI nhi bi t orConc
Model  Equat i on
chemot act i c_i ndex  =  0. 3474  -   0. 5801 cf Di f f use  -   0. 6328 cf Decay  -  702. 953 cdI nhi bi t orConc
     +  3. 9356 cf FAAssembl y  + 2334. 24 P_6                         
Summary of  Fi t
Mean of  Response     0. 3515
Root  MSE     0. 2672
R-Square   0. 4301
Adj  R-Sq   0. 4235
Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Er ror
C Tot al
DF
     5
   434
   439
Sum of  Squares
   23. 3823
   30. 9880
   54. 3703
Mean Square
    4. 6765
    0. 0714
F St at
   65. 50
Pr  > F
  <. 0001
 
Paramet er Est i mat es
Vari abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cf Decay
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cf FAAssembl y
cf Decay*cdI nhi bi t orConc
DF
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
    0. 3474
   -0. 5801
   -0. 6328
 -702. 9528
    3. 9356
 2334. 2446
St d Error
    0. 0128
    0. 0519
    0. 1625
   54. 9145
    1. 5538
  683. 6148
t  St at
     27. 16
    -11. 17
     -3. 89
    -12. 80
      2. 53
      3. 41
Pr  >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  0. 0001
  <. 0001
  0. 0117
  0. 0007
Tol erance
     .     
    0. 9815
    0. 9722
    0. 9837
    0. 9829
    0. 9849
Var I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0188
    1. 0286
    1. 0165
    1. 0174
    1. 0153
 
  Migration Efficiency 
  
 
7 
Roundness 
 
Paramet er  I nf ormat i on
Paramet er
     1
     2
     3
     4
     5
     6
     7
     8
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cf Decay
cf Burst
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cnOf f Poi nt
cnBurst
cf Burst *cdI nhi bi t orConc
Model  Equat i on
roundness  =  0. 7696  +  0. 5270 cf Di f f use  +  1. 0989 cf Decay  +  0. 0132 cf Burst
     + 247. 519 cdI nhi bi t orConc  +  0. 0032 cnOf f Poi nt  +  0. 0022 cnBurst  + 73. 1050 P_8
Summary of  Fi t
Mean of  Response     0. 7696
Root  MSE     0. 2035
R-Square   0. 4423
Adj  R-Sq   0. 4369
Anal ysi s of  Var i ance
Source
Model
Error
C Tot al
DF
     7
   721
   728
Sum of  Squares
   23. 6682
   29. 8445
   53. 5127
Mean Square
    3. 3812
    0. 0414
F St at
   81. 68
Pr  > F
  <. 0001
 
Paramet er  Est i mat es
Var i abl e
I nt ercept
cf Di f f use
cf Decay
cf Burst
cdI nhi bi t orConc
cnOf f Poi nt
cnBurst
cf Burst *cdI nhi bi t orConc
DF
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
     1
Est i mat e
    0. 7696
    0. 5270
    1. 0989
    0. 0132
  247. 5192
    0. 0032
    0. 0022
   73. 1050
St d Error
    0. 0075
    0. 0308
    0. 0923
    0. 0046
   32. 9374
    0. 0012
    0. 0003
   20. 1699
t  St at
    102. 13
     17. 13
     11. 91
      2. 86
      7. 51
      2. 78
      7. 15
      3. 62
Pr  >| t |
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  <. 0001
  0. 0043
  <. 0001
  0. 0056
  <. 0001
  0. 0003
Tol erance
     .     
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
Var  I nf l at i on
         0
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
    1. 0000
 
 
